
Color/Painting 665-0001 Ox-Bow, August 11–17, 2019 Instructor: Jo Hormuth 
 

Syllabus 

This class will take advantage of Ox-Bow’s setting to hone students’ attunement to how colors interact—in 
physical juxtaposition, including shifting conditions of light and shadow, and within conceptual 
frameworks—and to help them use this understanding to enhance their studio practice. Whether you’re a 
painter, digital artist, photographer, filmmaker, designer, or writer, studying color in nature, with particular 
attention to value, can sharpen your observational and compositional skills.  

Exercises will be playful yet rigorous, with a focus on experimentation, discovery, and refining a practical 
vocabulary for color and color relations. We’ll explore the gamut of color possible with limited but well-
selected palettes, from monochrome to complementary to various systems of primaries. And we’ll spend a 
good deal of time outside, working on observational skills and applying those palettes, to traditional plein-air 
painting, self-directed projects, or instructor-guided conceptual series, depending on individual preferences.  

The following sequence of classroom presentations and demonstrations and outdoor observation topics, and 
the balance of indoor/outdoor studio time may change in response to student needs or weather. 
 

Sunday 

INTRODUCTION Meet and greet 

 Discuss syllabus and expectations 

Monday 

PRESENTATION Defining color 1: hue, value, and saturation 

 Composition and value 

OBSERVATION Greens and blues 

PRODUCTION Color mixing and draw-downs 

 Value studies (gray scale, monochrome) 

Tuesday 

PRESENTATION Defining color 2: tones, tints, and shades 

 Saturation and color bias 

 Working with complements 

OBSERVATION Lighting effects 1: shadows and reflections 

PRODUCTION Applying complements to value study 

 Defining individualized projects 

Wednesday 

PRESENTATION Palettes and gamuts 

 Systems of primaries: RYB, RGB, CMY, CMYK, Munsell, etc. 

Harmonious and discordant color schemes 

OBSERVATION Realism and/as abstraction 

PRODUCTION Applying color schemes to value study 

 Individualized projects 



Thursday 

PRESENTATION Material color: pigment properties, inks, and dyes 

 How to read a paint label 

 Immaterial color: light and atmosphere 

 Color effects: simultaneous contrast and beyond 

OBSERVATION Lighting effects 2: rendering shadows and reflections 

PRODUCTION Individualized projects 

Friday 

SUMMATION Practice and perception 

 Discussion of individualized projects 
 

Materials list 

Students may work in oil, acrylic, or watercolor/gouache. Bring as many paints as you like, but 2-ounce or 
larger tubes of the following are REQUIRED:  

• mars black 

• titanium white 

• zinc white 

• burnt sienna 

• cool yellow: cadmium yellow light OR primary yellow 

• warm red: cadmium red light, napthol red, OR vermillion 

• cool red: primary magenta, quinacridone magenta, OR alizarin crimson 

• warm blue: primary blue, cyan, OR phthalo blue (green shade) 

• cool blue: ultramarine blue OR phthalo blue (red shade) 

ALSO REQUIRED:  

• metal palette knife (not plastic! Blick #03107-1003 or similar) 

• palette—disposable paper, glass (with taped edges), or other 

• Bristol pad (or other heavyweight paper suitable for your paint medium), at least 9" × 12", 2 pads 

• assorted sketching pencils (not colored; water-soluble recommended), pencil sharpener, erasers 

• journal or sketchbook 

• containers for water or paint thinner (depending on your medium) 

• spray bottle for water (if using acrylic) 

• plastic wrap 

• rags or paper towels 

• smock (optional) 

 

Graphic symbols for representing color in patent drawings. 


